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Abstract. Solar wind/magnetosheath plasma in the magnetosphere can be identified using a component that has a higher charge state, lower density and, at least soon after their entry into the magnetosphere, lower energy than plasma from a terrestrial source. We survey here observations taken over 3 years of He²⁺ ions made by the Magnetospheric Ion Composition Sensor (MICS) of the Charge and Mass Magnetospheric Ion Composition Experiment (CAMMICE) instrument aboard POLAR. The occurrence probability of these solar wind ions is then plotted as a function of Magnetic Local Time (MLT) and invariant latitude (Λ) for various energy ranges. For all energies observed by MICS (1.8–21.4 keV) and all solar wind conditions, the occurrence probabilities peaked around the cusp region and along the dawn flank. The solar wind conditions were filtered to see if this dawnward asymmetry is controlled by the Svalgaard-Mansurov effect (and so depends on the By component of the interplanetary magnetic field, IMF) or by Fermi acceleration of He²⁺ at the bow shock (and so depends on the IMF ratio BX/By). It is shown that the asymmetry remained persistently on the dawn flank, suggesting it was not due to effects associated with direct entry into the magnetosphere. This asymmetry, with enhanced fluxes on the dawn flank, persisted for lower energy ions (below a “cross-over” energy of about 23 keV) but reversed sense to give higher fluxes on the dusk flank at higher energies. This can be explained by the competing effects of gradient/curvature drifts and the convection electric field on ions that are convecting sunward on re-closed field lines. The lower-energy He²⁺ ions E × B drift downwards as they move earthward, whereas the higher energy ions curvature/gradient drift towards dusk. The convection electric field in the tail is weaker for northward IMF. Ions then need less energy to drift to the dusk flank, so that the cross-over energy, at which the asymmetry changes sense, is reduced.
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1 Introduction

The mechanisms by which solar wind ions are energised and transported in the geospace environment rely on many time-dependent parameters and, as a result, are complicated and not well understood. In the terrestrial magnetosphere, there is strong evidence showing that solar wind plasma gains access to the magnetosphere by flowing along open magnetic field lines from the magnetosheath. These open field lines are produced by magnetic reconnection taking place at the dayside magnetopause which maps to invariant latitudes ranging from about 75° to 85°. This study examines the region with invariant latitudes greater than 60° containing open field line features such as the cusp and polar cap as well as the open/closed field line boundary, the low-latitude boundary layer (LLBL - whether on open or closed field lines) and the auroral oval on closed field lines. In this region we can infer the nature of global processes of ion injection and transport from the energy and distribution of solar wind ions. In the magnetosphere solar wind plasma is characterised by a component of the ion gas with higher charge state (for example, He²⁺ and O²⁺), lower energy (~1 keV) and lower density relative to other populations in the magnetosphere. However, as they are transported around the magnetosphere by convection, solar wind ions become energised and therefore can no longer be differentiated by their energy. However, charge exchange takes place only very slowly and therefore the charge state can be used to detect their origin in the solar wind.

Sometimes the POLAR spacecraft has observed intense fluxes of solar wind ions in and around the cusp for prolonged periods. These are known as extended cusp-like regions (ECRs) and are sometimes observed during persistent, strong northward IMF BZ. A study by Chen et al. (1998) discussed observations of He²⁺ ions lasting for a few hours with energies from 1–200 keV/e in the dayside cusp around
local noon, with a 79% bias to the afternoon side. On the 29 May 1996 an ECR event, characterised by high fluxes of solar wind ions over a large range of invariant latitudes and magnetic local times, coincided with a persistent, strong northward IMF. This, along with other evidence, lead Grande et al. (1997) and Chandler et al. (1999) to the conclusion that this particular ECR was caused by magnetic reconnection in the tail-lobe. For this same event, Onsager et al. (2000) used electron fluxes to show that POLAR had crossed into the magnetosheath. Initial studies showed no direct correlation between ECRs and northward IMF, nor in fact any other solar wind parameter (Stubbs et al., 2000). However, ions that we can identify as originating from the solar wind are not just found in ECRs. Some cusp crossings last just a few seconds (implying narrow latitudinal width) and solar wind ions are also seen in the low-latitude boundary layer (LLBL), the mantle, the tail-lobe and in the plasma sheet (see Newell and Meng, 1992). Perry et al. (2000) have shown that high charge state ion abundances in ECRs follow these seen at the L1 point in the solar wind, both varying with the temperature of the source region in the solar corona.

In this paper, we use occurrence probabilities to analyse the distribution of solar wind ions in the magnetosphere using \( \text{He}^{2+} \) as a tracer. Section 2 gives details of the two spacecraft and three instruments used in this study. Particular attention is paid to the CAMMICE MICS ion detector aboard POLAR which has been the focus of this work. The method used to process and plot the data in terms of occurrence probabilities is also explained. Section 3 presents the results and interpretation of the occurrence probability distributions.

2 Spacecraft and instrumentation

The data for this study has come from the two Global Geospace Science (GGS) spacecraft, POLAR and WIND. POLAR is in a \( 1.8 \times 9R_E \) polar orbit with an inclination of \( \sim 86^\circ \) to the equator and a period of \( \sim 17.5 \) hours (Acuña et al., 1995). Its apogee is at high northern latitudes and is spin-stabilised at 10 rpm with its spin axis approximately perpendicular to the orbital plane. The data set used in this study is from the Magnetospheric Ion Composition Sensor (MICS) in the Charge and Mass Magnetospheric Ion Composition Experiment (CAMMICE). The Electrostatic Analyser (ESA) on MICS filters by energy per charge \( (E/q) \) and has 32 steps \((0–31)\) with \( E/q \) mid-points ranging from 1.0–416.7 keV/e. The ESA has a \( \Delta E/E \sim 16\% \) full width at half maximum, so the \( E/q \) range of the detector is effectively 0.9 to 450.0 keV/e. For most of the mission, only steps 0–24 have been used, reducing the effective energy range to 0.9–208.8 keV/e. Filtering by the ESA, combined with time-of-flight measurements and determination of the energy deposited in the solid state detector, allows MICS to determine the flux, mass and charge states of the incident ions (Wilken et al., 1992). In this study we are interested in lower energy \( \text{He}^{2+} \) ions, such as those found within the cusp and LLBL, and thus restricted the survey to consider ion energies covered by steps 0–9 giving a range of 0.9–10.7 keV/e. The data for this study was taken between 18 March 1996 and 13 April 1999, giving over three years of almost continuous coverage.

To relate CAMMICE observations to solar wind conditions we use data from the WIND spacecraft. The orbit of the WIND spacecraft in this interval takes it from the nightside magnetosphere to the L1 libration point, though it spends most of its time in the solar wind upstream of the Earth. Data was used from the MFI (Magnetic Fields Investigation) and the SWE (Solar Wind Experiment) (respectively, Lepping et al., 1995 and Ogilvie et al., 1995) obtained from NSSDC CDAWeb. The MFI and SWE data sets were merged and averaged over 5 minutes. To calculate the convection time from WIND to the Earth in the GSM X-direction, we simply divided the distance from WIND to the centre of the Earth by the velocity of the solar wind, \( V_{sw} \). This assumes that the structure and properties of the solar wind do not vary greatly over distances of \( \sim 100R_E \) transverse to the Sun-Earth line, appropriate for well organised events, and that the bulk of the motion is along the Sun-Earth line. It also assumes that the propagation time across the subsolar magnetosheath is approximately equal to \( X_m/V_{sw} \), where \( X_m \) is the stand-off distance of the magnetopause.

A list of 197.5 s integration periods when MICS observed \( \text{He}^{2+} \) was generated, along with the peak count rate and the ESA step in which the peak rate occurred. This was assumed to point to the average energy of the \( \text{He}^{2+} \) ions being observed. The raw counts were divided by the detector efficiency for \( \text{He}^{2+} \) at each ESA step, with the detection efficiency being higher for higher ion energies. If this was not done, the lower ESA steps would be underrepresented. MICS takes data at one ESA step per rotation (6 s), so it would need 192 s to make an observation at each ESA step, plus 5.5 s to reset for the next set of measurements. Thus, raw count rates \( (s^{-1}) \) are calculated by averaging over 6 s. To avoid using single counts, which can be created by anomalous events in the detectors, we set the minimum raw count rate at 1 s\(^{-1}\) and so 6 counts in an integration period were required for it to register \( \text{He}^{2+} \) as present. A maximum raw count rate of 30 s\(^{-1}\) was also set, as cosmic rays striking a detector can lead to anomalously high count rates \( \sim 1000 \) s\(^{-1}\).

From the list of MICS \( \text{He}^{2+} \) observations and the 5-min averaged solar wind parameters from WIND, we plotted the occurrence probability of observing \( \text{He}^{2+} \) as a function of invariant latitude and magnetic local time (MLT). These plots cover invariant latitudes from 60° to 90° at all magnetic local times in 1.5° by 24 min bins, as shown in Fig. 1. The occurrence probability was calculated by dividing the number of times POLAR observed \( \text{He}^{2+} \) by the total number of samples made in that bin for the conditions in question. Plotting occurrence probabilities removes any biasing in the data caused by the orbit or instrument sampling. To ensure all bins are statistically significant, we have removed any bins sampled less than 15 times. This means an anomalous event will only register a 7% probability at most. The occurrence probability scale bar was standardised from 0 to 30% in the
Fig. 1. The occurrence probability distribution of He\(^{2+}\) ions in the magnetosphere plotted as invariant latitude (\(\Lambda\)) versus magnetic local time (MLT) in polar co-ordinates. In addition to the cusp near noon, an interesting feature in this plot is the peak in the occurrence probabilities along the dawn flank, \(\Lambda \sim 72^\circ\). The plot is for \(\Lambda\) from 60\(^\circ\) to 90\(^\circ\) for all MLTs with a bin size of 1.5\(^\circ\) by 24 min. The energy of He\(^{2+}\) ions ranges from 1.8 to 21.4 keV and samples are for all orientations of the IMF. Each bin has a 15 sample threshold to ensure reliable statistics. CAMMICE MICS data used in this plot was taken almost continuously from 18 March 1996 to 13 April 1999.

Figure 1 shows the distribution for He\(^{2+}\) ions with energies from 1.8 to 21.4 keV for all interplanetary conditions. This plot shows a peak in the distributions along the dawn flank. Section 3 is divided into three sub-sections where possible mechanisms that could give rise to this dawn-dusk asymmetry are tested and discussed. Sub-section 3.1 tests the Svalgaard-Mansurov effect by sorting the samples by the direction of the IMF \(B_Y\) component. Similarly, sub-section 3.2 tests the Fermi acceleration of ions at the bow shock by sorting the sample by the sense of the ratio IMF \(B_X/B_Y\), i.e. sorting by Parker spiral and ortho-Parker spiral. Finally, in sub-section 3.3 the data is sorted by He\(^{2+}\) ion energy and the sense of the IMF \(B_Z\) component. This tests for the effects of drift shells on the He\(^{2+}\) population and some other suggested mechanisms. In Sect. 4, a summary of results is given and placed in the context of the global magnetosphere.

3 Results and interpretation

Figure 1 shows the occurrence probabilities for He\(^{2+}\) ions from 1.8–21.4 keV under all interplanetary conditions. The cusp is prominent near local noon, centred at about 79\(^\circ\) invariant latitude; the low-latitude boundary layer (LLBL) is shown ranging from about 68\(^\circ\) to about 75\(^\circ\) invariant latitude and extends over a large range of local times. This appears to be contiguous with a band that covers all local times, but with a distinct asymmetry, He\(^{2+}\) being seen most often on the dawn flank and least often in the pre-midnight sector. We explored three potential causes for the asymmetry:

1. The Svalgaard-Mansurov effect and its dependence on IMF \(B_Y\)
2. Fermi acceleration at the bow shock, dependent on the ratio IMF \(B_X/B_Y\)
3. Drift shells dependent on convection electric fields in the tail.

Both the Svalgaard-Mansurov effect and Fermi acceleration at the bow shock would result in an asymmetry of solar wind ions, but this asymmetry would be on open field lines where solar wind ions gain direct access to the magnetosphere. Drift shells are on closed field lines, which were once open but have been closed by reconnection in the central current sheet of the tail. Thus, in all three cases, the ions gain entry along open field lines. However, the dawn-dusk asymmetry has different causes. Another mechanism for creating an asymmetry in the distribution of magnetosheath ions was proposed by Olson and Pfitzer (1985). They suggested that magnetosheath ions could gradient drift onto closed magnetospheric field lines. This mechanism would cause ions to enter on the dawn flank, where higher energy ions would enter more readily due to their greater gyro-radii.
Fig. 3. He$^{2+}$ ion occurrence probabilities sampled during (a) IMF $B_Y > 0$ and (b) IMF $B_Y < 0$ conditions. The data are shown in the same format as Fig. 1.

Fig. 4. The dawn-dusk asymmetry in the Fermi acceleration of ions at the bow shock shown in the GSM equatorial plane. Acceleration is seen on the dawn flank for (a) IMF $B_X/B_Y < 0$ (Parker spiral) and on the dusk flank for (b) IMF $B_X/B_Y > 0$ (ortho-Parker spiral) where the bow shock is “quasi-parallel” (i.e. $B$ is parallel to the shock normal). BS - Bow Shock; MP - Magnetopause and Q|| - quasi-parallel shock. Dashed lines with arrows are flow streamlines, solid lines are the interplanetary/magnetosheath magnetic field. In both (a) and (b), the IMF could be in either a toward (T) or away (A) orientation. The shaded region is where we would expect to see the shock accelerated ions.

3.1 Svalgaard-Mansurov effect

The Svalgaard-Mansurov effect occurs when the IMF $B_Y$-component creates an asymmetry about the noon-midnight meridian in the flow of newly-reconnected flux tubes as they move away from an $X$-line on the dayside magnetopause (Fig. 2). The geomagnetic field at the sub-solar point is close to being aligned with the GSM positive $Z$-direction, so reconnection with a draped IMF having a GSM Y-component results in reconnected field lines with a curvature such that the curvature force has a component in both the $Z$ and $Y$ directions when sub-solar reconnection occurs. For sub-solar reconnection, the flux tubes flow dawnward for $B_Y > 0$ (Fig. 2a) and duskward for $B_Y < 0$ (Fig. 2b) in the northern hemisphere. The asymmetry is reversed in the southern hemisphere. The sense of $B_Y$ leads to the same flow asymmetry for both IMF $B_Z < 0$ and $B_Z > 0$ (see Figs. 2c, d). This effect was first observed in the associated ionospheric Hall currents (e.g. Friis-Christensen et al., 1985) and later supported by low-altitude spacecraft observations (Heelis et al., 1984), radar data (Greenwald et al., 1990) and spacecraft observations at the magnetopause (Gosling et al., 1990).

To establish if the Svalgaard-Mansurov effect was responsible, we sorted the data into two subsets with IMF $B_Y > 0$ and $B_Y < 0$, the occurrence probability plots for which are shown in Figs. 3a, b, respectively. If the asymmetric evolution of newly-reconnected field lines was the explanation of the asymmetry, in the northern hemisphere it would favour high He$^{2+}$ occurrence at the dawn flank for $B_Y > 0$, but this would change to the dusk flank for $B_Y < 0$. Figures 3a, b show that this does not occur, and therefore, we can conclude that the Svalgaard-Mansurov effect is not responsible for the asymmetry.

3.2 Shock acceleration

Ions can undergo Fermi acceleration at the bow shock where a quasi-parallel shock is formed, i.e. the IMF field lines are
parallel to the normal of the bow shock (Blandford and Eichler, 1987; Fuselier et al., 1994, 1997, 1998). The orientation of the Parker spiral (i.e. the sense of $B_X/B_Y$) dictates on which side of the bow shock this acceleration process can take place, as shown in Fig. 4. It makes no difference whether the IMF is pointing towards or away from the shock normal, the basic acceleration process is the same.

The data were sorted into subsets with $B_X/B_Y < 0$ (Parker spiral) and $B_X/B_Y > 0$ (ortho-Parker spiral). For a Parker spiral IMF we would expect shock accelerated solar wind ions to be formed on the dawn flank (Fig. 4a), while for ortho-Parker spiral we would expect them on the dusk flank (Fig. 4b). On average the IMF spends $\sim 75\%$ of the time in the Parker spiral IMF configuration and the remaining $\sim 25\%$ in the ortho-Parker spiral configuration (e.g. Hapgood et al., 1991). Thus, the overall occurrence frequency of these two situations could explain the asymmetry in Fig. 1. However, from Figs. 5a, b we can see that the asymmetry persists on the dawn flank for both Parker spiral and ortho-Parker spiral orientations. Therefore, Fermi acceleration of $\text{He}^{2+}$ ions at the bow shock is not the responsible mechanism.

### 3.3 Drift shells

If $\text{He}^{2+}$ ions were to be carried to the dawn flank on closed field lines from the magnetotail, then a third cause of the asymmetry is possible. After solar wind ions enter the magnetosphere on open field lines, they get carried anti-sunward with convecting open field lines. The slower ions in the distribution can remain sunward of the reconnection site in the time taken for the field line is closed again. Therefore, instead of being returned to the solar wind, these ions remain in the magnetosphere on newly closed field lines that convect Earthward from the tail X-line. As these ions convect Earthward, they are accelerated by the curvature force acting on the field lines and are energised each time they cross the tail current sheet (Onsager et al., 1991). Low-energy ions will tend to move toward the dawn flank of the magnetosphere under the influence of electric fields (close to earth, this is the sum of the convection electric field driven by the solar wind flow and the co-rotation electric field driven by the rotation of Earth’s ionosphere). High energy ions will tend to move towards dusk under the gradient and curvature drifts (DeForest and McIlwain, 1971).

To investigate this possibility, we sorted the data by IMF $B_Z$, and the average $\text{He}^{2+}$ ion energy observed by MICS. To improve the statistical significance of these plots, the $E/q$ mid-point range was extended to 1.0–23.3 keV/e, giving an energy range from 1.8–50.3 keV.

An examination of energies less than 6.9 keV (Figs. 6a, b) isolates the cusp around noon. For IMF $B_Z < 0$ the cusp has a broad range in local time and is seen from about 72° to about 77° invariant latitude as shown in Fig. 6b. For IMF $B_Z > 0$, the cusp is narrower in local time and is seen from about 78° to about 83° (see Fig. 6a). The more equatorward position of the cusp during southward IMF (Fig. 6b) than during northward IMF (Fig. 6a) shown here is seen in previous surveys of cusp precipitation (e.g. Burch, 1973; Newell et al., 1989) and in 630 nm cusp aurora (Horwitz and Akasofu, 1977; Sandholt et al., 1999) and is expected as the low-altitude signature of magnetopause erosion by magnetic reconnection during southward IMF.

For intermediate energies from 7.7 to 21.4 keV, the asymmetric feature on the dawn flank is isolated. This is shown for IMF $B_Z > 0$ (northward) in Fig. 6c and for IMF $B_Z < 0$ in Fig. 6d and demonstrates that the asymmetry on the dawn flank of the low latitude boundary layer/auroral oval is much stronger for southward IMF, whereas for northward IMF (Fig. 6c) an appreciable (but still smaller) peak in $\text{He}^{2+}$ occurrence is forming near dusk.

Examining energies between 24.3 and 50.3 keV, we see that the asymmetry changes from the dawn to the dusk flank.
Fig. 6. He$^{2+}$ ion occurrence probabilities sampled during (a) IMF $B_Z > 0$ and (b) IMF $B_Z < 0$ conditions, for energies between 1.8 and 6.9 keV. Probabilities sampled during (c) IMF $B_Z > 0$ and (d) IMF $B_Z < 0$ conditions for energies between 7.7 and 21.4 keV. Probabilities sampled during (e) IMF $B_Z > 0$ and (f) IMF $B_Z < 0$ conditions for energies between 24.3 and 50.3 keV. The data are shown in the same format as Fig. 1.
The extent of this change is dependent upon the sense of the IMF $B_Z$. For IMF $B_Z > 0$ (Fig. 6e), the dusk flank bias is stronger than that observed for IMF $B_Z < 0$ (Fig. 6f).

The gross electric field in the inner magnetosphere is a superposition of the electric field due to the co-rotation of the ionosphere with the Earth and the convection electric field associated with the earthward convection from the X-line in the tail. The co-rotation electric field varies diurnally, but is fairly constant. By comparison, the electric field in the tail is strongly dependent upon the state of global magnetospheric convection and so the rate of reconnection and the orientation of IMF $B_Z$. Convection is strongest during southward IMF and, as a result, so is the associated electric field. As ions approach the Earth from the tail, they come under the influence of opposing forces: the $E \times B$ force drifting the ions to the dawn flank and the opposing gradient $B$ and curvature forces which drift the ions to the dusk flank. The relative strength of these forces determines the path of ions and the nature of the dawn-dusk asymmetry (DeForest and McIlwain, 1971). An important difference between these two forces is that the $E \times B$ depends only on the local electric and magnetic field strengths (see Eq. 1); whereas both the gradient and curvature drifts (see Eqs. 2 and 3 respectively) are dependent upon ion energy.

$$v_E = \frac{E \times B}{B^2}$$

$$v_G = \frac{m
u^2}{2qB^2}(B \times \nabla B)$$

$$v_R = \frac{m
u^2}{qR_B^2B^2}(R_C \times B)$$

As a result, one would expect the $E \times B$ force to have a stronger influence during southward IMF than northward IMF. This effect can be seen in Figs. 6e, f, where the asymmetry is seen to change from dawn to dusk at lower energies under a northward IMF. This result is also contrary to the predictions of the gradient drift entry mechanism proposed by Olson and Pfitzer (1985). This mechanism predicts an increase in the occurrence of He$^{2+}$ on the dawn flank with increasing ion energy.

4 Summary and conclusions

Figures 6a, b show that for average energies less than 6.9 keV the He$^{2+}$ distribution is concentrated in the cusp near local noon and centred at $\Lambda \sim 79^\circ$ for southward IMF ($B_Z < 0$) and at $\Lambda \sim 81^\circ$ for northward IMF ($B_Z > 0$). This shows that, on average, the cusp shifts poleward for northward IMF and equatorward for southward IMF. This shift in the average location of the cusp is due to the fact that the dayside closed flux is less eroded by low-latitude reconnection when the IMF points northward.

At higher energies, He$^{2+}$ ions in the magnetosphere, between 1.8–21.4 keV, are observed in the cusp around local noon and in the LLBL/auroral oval at all local times, as shown by the occurrence probabilities in Fig. 1. An asymmetry about the noon-midnight meridian shows that He$^{2+}$ ions favour the dawn flank of the LLBL/auroral oval at these energies. This asymmetry has one or more of three potential causes: the Svalgaard-Mansurov effect; Fermi acceleration of He$^{2+}$ at the bow shock; and convecting drift shells. The sense of the asymmetry introduced by the Svalgaard-Mansurov effect is dependent upon the IMF $B_y$ direction (see Fig. 2) and, as shown by Figs. 3a, b, the asymmetry remains on the dawn flank for both IMF $B_y > 0$ and $B_y < 0$. Therefore, this effect is not responsible for the observed asymmetry. The asymmetry in the Fermi acceleration of He$^{2+}$ ions at the bow shock depends on IMF $B_x/B_y$ ratio. For a Parker spiral IMF, $B_x/B_y < 0$ (Fig. 4a), an asymmetry is expected on the dawn flank and vice-versa for ortho-Parker spiral IMF, $B_x/B_y > 0$ (Fig. 4b). Figures 5a, b show the asymmetry persisting on the dawn flank. Therefore, Fermi acceleration at the bow shock does not explain this asymmetry either. To our knowledge, these are the only two asymmetries affecting ion entry into the magnetosphere and thus, from this, we conclude that the asymmetry is not formed by direct entry of He$^{2+}$ ions from the solar wind onto open field lines.

This leaves ion drift shells on closed field lines convecting Earthward from the tail X-line. Figure 6 shows occurrence probabilities sorted by IMF $B_Z$ and ion energy. For energies ranging from 7.7 to 21.4 keV, occurrence probabilities are distributed from 68° to 75° invariant latitude at all local times. As shown in Figs. 6c, d, there is still a slight bias for the dawn flank for IMF $B_Z > 0$ and a strong bias for IMF $B_Z < 0$. For energies between 24.3 and 50.3 keV, the asymmetry changes from the dawn to dusk flank for both IMF orientations, (see Figs. 6e, f). The change to the dusk flank occurs at lower energies for IMF $B_Z > 0$ as the convection electric field in the tail is weaker due to the reduction in sub-solar reconnection and global convection associated with northward IMF. The weaker electric field, in turn, results in a weaker $E \times B$ drift to the dawn flank to oppose the gradient $B$ and curvature drifts to the dusk flank. For southward IMF, the stronger convection electric field means He$^{2+}$ ions need proportionally higher energies to get to the dusk flank. This evidence strongly suggests that drift shells on closed field lines are responsible for a dawn asymmetry in the occurrence probability of He$^{2+}$ ions between 1.8 and 21.4 keV in the magnetosphere.

If we compare our result with the Newell and Meng (1992) mapping of dayside ionosphere to the magnetosphere according to precipitation characteristics with data from the DMSP spacecraft, we find a good agreement with our survey from higher altitudes. They identify the cusp near local noon at $\Lambda \sim 78^\circ$, compared to our survey which locates it at $\Lambda \sim 79^\circ$. The distribution shown here in Figs. 6e, f map to the Boundary Plasma Sheet (BPS) and Central Plasma Sheet (CPS) in their survey. They show the BPS occupying the dawn and dusk flanks of the magnetosphere at $\Lambda < 78^\circ$. The CPS is shown at all local times between 0600 and 1800 MLT with a high occurrence around 1000 MLT at $\Lambda < 75^\circ$. The
preference shown by the CPS ions for the dawn flank could well be caused by the drift orbits discussed here. Newell and Meng find the LLBL to be centred near 1030 MLT and range from 0600 to 1600 MLT and at invariant latitudes between \( \Lambda \sim 75^\circ \) and \( \Lambda \sim 80^\circ \). This covers the region where He\(^{2+} \) ions are found in Figs. 6a-d, but we do not see any major distinction between this LLBL location and the auroral oval in general in Fig. 6, and some of it extends into the region that we have characterised as cusps.

This result illustrates how magnetic reconnection and the associated global convection cycle is able to transport solar wind ions accessing the magnetosphere on open field lines and then subsequently circulate and energise them on closed field lines. In particular, it demonstrates that the distribution of He\(^{2+} \) ions with energies greater than \( \sim 10 \) keV at high invariant latitudes is dominated by ions drifting sunward in the magnetotail and that dawn-dusk asymmetry results from the combined effect of the convection electric field and gradient/curvature drifts.
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